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An overview of the present status of research toward the final design of the ITER disruption

mitigation system (DMS) is given. The ITER DMS is based on massive injection of impurities, in

order to radiate the plasma stored energy and mitigate the potentially damaging effects of

disruptions. The design of this system will be extremely challenging due to many physics and

engineering constraints such as limitations on port access and the amount and species of injected

impurities. Additionally, many physics questions relevant to the design of the ITER disruption

mitigation system remain unsolved such as the mechanisms for mixing and assimilation of injected

impurities during the rapid shutdown and the mechanisms for the subsequent formation and

dissipation of runaway electron current. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4901251]

I. INTRODUCTION

The ITER tokamak will need to operate close to its per-

formance boundaries to achieve its goal of fusion gain

QDT ¼ 10, and occasional disruptions will probably be an

unavoidable part of this high performance operation, as per-

formance boundaries are established. To avoid unnecessary

delays in ITER operation due to wall material damage, it is

important to mitigate the damaging effects of disruptions to

the greatest extent possible, beginning at the start of ITER

plasma operations. The U.S. has been given the responsibil-

ity of designing the ITER disruption mitigation system

(DMS), with a final design review to be presented to the

ITER Organization for approval in 2017. The U.S. will also

be responsible for the DMS hardware to be delivered to

ITER. The physics of disruptions,1 their prediction,2 and

their consequences to the vessel wall3 have been reviewed

previously. Here, we focus on the present status of research

in support of the DMS for ITER.

Section II describes the general global requirements of

the ITER DMS system, such as current quench (CQ) dura-

tion; as well as DMS engineering constraints, such as limita-

tions on the amount of injected impurities. Section III then

gives an overview of different methods for impurity injec-

tion. Sections IV–VI describe different forms of disruption

damage and their mitigation: heat loads, vessel forces, and

runaway electrons (REs). Finally, Sec. VII contains a brief

summary and discussion.

II. DMS DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The ITER DMS system is constrained by various design

requirements. Here, we coarsely attempt to divide these

requirements into hard constraints (due to dangers to the

ITER first wall) and soft constraints (due to space availabil-

ity, administrative requirements, DMS lifetime, etc.)

A. Hard constraints

An overview of constraints on the ITER DMS has been

given previously.4,5 The frequency of disruptions is presently

assumed to be of order 1 disruption every 20 shots. This fre-

quency and the severity of disruptions will probably vary

depending on the phase of operations. For each disruption at

full deuterium-tritium (DT) performance, it will be necessary

to dissipate 350 MJ of thermal energy and up to 1 GJ of mag-

netic energy safely in the vessel walls. It is anticipated that

most disruptions in ITER will have a warning time of at least

20 ms (due to the plasma dropping out of H-mode, loss of ver-

tical control, etc.). Therefore, the thermal quench (TQ) onset

time (time from DMS trigger to plasma TQ) is desired to be

faster than 20 ms, ideally, 10 ms. The TQ duration itself in

ITER is expected to be of order 1–2 ms,1 so if a disruption

begins without precursor, it will not be possible to mitigate

the TQ. To avoid melting the tungsten divertor with con-

ducted heat loads, greater than 90% mitigation of TQ con-

ducted heat loads is desired. Additionally, the TQ radiation

should be as uniform as possible to avoid beryllium first wall

melting. For example, assuming a 2 ms TQ duration, a toroidal

peaking factor (TPF) and poloidal peaking factor (PPF) of less

than about two each are necessary to avoid beryllium melting

(where peaking factor has the usual definition of max divided

by mean). The CQ duration should be greater than 50 ms

(with 35 ms as a hard boundary) to avoid damage due to tor-

ques on blanket modules and first wall. Additionally, the CQ

duration should be shorter than 150 ms, so that there is not

enough time for the plasma to drift into the wall, resulting in

additional vertical forces and heat loads on the vacuum vessel
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due to direct plasma contact. Runaway beam strikes on the

ITER wall should have a plasma current of less than 2 MA.

RE beam formation times are expected to be of order 20 ms,

while RE plateau lifetimes of order 100 ms or more, so DMS

timing requirements for RE plateau mitigation are less strin-

gent than for TQ mitigation or for RE beam formation (CQ

avalanche) mitigation.

B. Soft constraints

The ITER DMS system is constrained by available port

space. Presently, parts of four ports are allocated for the

DMS system: three upper ports, spaced toroidally by 120�,
and a single equatorial port. This layout is shown in Fig. 1.

The three upper port plugs (UPPs) have VIS/IR imaging as

their main priority, with DMS given only the lower 10% of

each port plug front area. On the equatorial port plug (EPP),

the DMS is allocated a vertical slice about 30 cm wide and

2 m high, corresponding to roughly 1/3 of the front area.

The magnetic field in the port plugs is about 3 T DC, so

this will tend to saturate ferromagnetics, meaning that nor-

mal solenoid valves cannot be used here. Administrative gas

leak rate requirements into the vacuum chamber are very

strict, 10�9 Pa–m3=s for weld joints and flanges. The admin-

istrative leak rates for the DMS are expected to be less strict,

but are not yet defined. Maintaining low leak rates will be

challenging for high speed gas valves, which must hold off

high gas pressures (up to 100 bars) from vacuum.

Port plugs will be removable, but this operation will

take several months. The port cell, which is about 4 (or 7) m

away from the vacuum vessel for midplane (or upper) port

plugs, on the other hand, can be accessed on a shorter (�1

week) cool-down time scale, so routine maintenance could

be performed there more easily. Because of the poor port

plug accessibility, a 4000 shot (approximately 2 yr)

maintenance-free reliability is desired for the DMS in-port-

plug components. Power, cooling, and cryogenic lines can

be run for the DMS, but the ITER building design is already

frozen, so lines will need to conform to existing clearance

holes. New holes are not permitted (due to safety issues and

the expense of new neutron streaming calculations).

For DMS system reliability, the DMS system design

will need to take into account the ITER radiation environ-

ment. The radiation environment in port plugs is shielded by

a steel and water labyrinth and exact doses will depend on

location of valves in port plug and degree of protection by

labyrinth, but neutron fluxes can be in the range

1013–1017 neutrons=m2=s and gamma dose rates in the range

10�2–102 Gy=s during plasma shots. These correspond to

roughly 10� higher fluxes than JET and fluences that are

many orders of magnitude higher.

In the interest of shot cycle speed, it is desired that sys-

tem recovery time after a DMS shutdown be less than 3 h.

As a consequence, there are limits on the amount of gas that

can be injected into the vessel in one shutdown, set by limita-

tions in the tritium processing plant. The injected gas limita-

tions are 40 kPa-m3 of He, 50 kPa-m3 of D2, or 100 kPa-m3

of Ne or Ar.4

Beryllium can be injected into the vessel, but cannot

damage the chamber walls, ruling out fast solid pellets.

Another safety issue is dust formation. W dust is a radiation

hazard in the case of a vessel breach, while hot Be dust is a

potential explosion hazard. In-vessel limits are presently

670 kg (total cold dust), 11 kg (hot Be dust), and 77 kg (hot

W dust).6 However, the allowable amount of additional Be

which can be intentionally added by each DMS shutdown is

much lower, only 15 g.4

III. IMPURITY INJECTION HARDWARE

Rapid shutdown has been demonstrated in tokamaks

by a wide range of mass injection methods: massive gas

FIG. 1. Overview of port space allo-

cated for ITER DMS system.
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injection (MGI),7 small cryogenic pellet injection,8 large

shattered cryogenic pellet injection (SPI),9 large solid pel-

let injection (LSP),10 and laser-blow off.11 Additional

novel mass injection methods have been proposed such as

liquid jets12 or plasma jets.13 Each method has its own

advantages and disadvantages relative to the others.

Combination methods, e.g., LSP followed by MGI, have

also been proposed, but not investigated experimentally.

MGI is relatively straightforward to implement but tends to

have a slow impurity delivery ramp-up and poor mixing ef-

ficiency into the plasma.14 Small cryogenic pellets do not

deliver enough radiating material for TQ mitigation (for

low-Z pellets) and tend to create large runaway electron

seeds (for high-Z pellets).10 Large shattered pellets are

challenging to design and optimize. Large solid pellets can

damage the vessel walls and need to be carefully designed

to have good impurity deposition in the plasma core. Laser

blow-off is difficult to re-load in a tokamak environment

and tends to inject insufficiently small amounts of impur-

ities. Liquid and plasma jets can achieve potentially very

high impurity delivery velocities but are challenging to

build and have not been tested in the tokamak environ-

ment. At the moment, the mass injection techniques

favored for rapid shutdown in ITER appear to be MGI,

SPI, and (possibly) LSP; these techniques are elaborated

below. Visible camera images of impurity radiation result-

ing from different rapid shutdown methods are shown in

Fig. 2; the main point here is to illustrate the different im-

purity deposition profiles of the different rapid shutdown

methods.

A. Gas injection hardware

Most MGI experiments to date have been done with

fast valves. The dynamics of flow resulting from gas valves

opening into vacuum has been studied in detail both exper-

imentally15 and theoretically.16 The flow of gas into an

evacuated tube is in the “friction limited regime” for small

tube diameters, quickly transitioning into the “valve-

limited” regime if the tube diameter is larger than the valve

diameter. Most present MGI experiments are in the valve-

limited regime. The front of the gas pulse thus arrives on a

time scale L=3cs and then rises to steady flow on a time

scale L=cs, where L is the tube length and cs is the gas

sound speed. Finite valve opening time will broaden the

flow characteristic. When the valve is turned off, the mass

flow rate decays on a time scale L=cs. Pressure sag in the

gas reservoir will lower the mass flow rate; this becomes a

consideration for MGI valve designs with small reservoir

volume.

Present MGI gas valves typically have opening and clos-

ing times of order 1 ms, orifice sizes of order 1 cm or less,

and maximum fill pressures of order 50 bars. Designing reli-

able valves significantly larger or faster than this appears

challenging. For example, moving to much larger orifice

sizes can lead to sealing and chattering issues. Valve chatter-

ing (pre-pulses) need to be avoided, as these could cause

weak early gas delivery and a poorly mitigated TQ with high

heat conducted heat loads.

A variety of different MGI valve designs have been

tested in present tokamaks including fast solenoid valves,17

two-stage solenoid/pressure driven valves,18 two-stage piezo

valve/spring driven valves,19 and eddy-current driven

valves.15 The eddy-current design appears favored for use in

the ITER port plugs, as it is only weakly affected by the

strong DC magnetic fields (although there is some torque on

FIG. 2. Examples of visible images from different rapid shutdown methods

from DIII-D showing (a) massive gas injection, (b) shattered pellet injection,

and (c) large intact pellet injection. Green curves are approximate plasma

magnetic flux surface contours in tangency plane for orientation only.
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the valve due to the current in the valve coil and the DC

magnetic fields). In all cases, degradation of the MGI valve

seals due to the radiation environment needs to be

considered.

An example of rapid shutdown timescales resulting

from fast valve MGI shutdown in DIII-D is shown in Figs.

3(a)–3(f). It can be seen that there is a significant delay

(>10 ms) between the initial jet trigger and the TQ. MGI

shutdown timescales have been shown to depend on many

parameters within each tokamak including gas species,

plasma thermal energy, plasma q-profile, and distance

between valve and plasma edge. Despite these many depend-

encies, rough overall increasing trends with machine size in

MGI shutdown timescales can be seen when looking at dif-

ferent machines; this is illustrated in Figs. 3(g) and 3(h). The

dashed lines in Figs. 3(g) and 3(h) are simple linear fits to

the data. The dashed curve in Fig. 3(i) is a quadratic fit, since

CQ duration is expected to increase as minor radius squared.

The JET data does not seem to follow this trend well; it is

not certain if this is real or an artifact of the small number of

data points used here. Also, the reason for the apparently

reduced cold front duration on MAST when compared with

other devices, Fig. 3(g), is not understood; one speculative

possibility may be that this is a result of the low aspect ratio

of MAST.

An alternate to using a fast valve is MGI using a rupture

disk,20 which has been demonstrated in Tore-Supra.21 In this

technique, the gas is pre-filled into high-pressure cartridges

placed close to the plasma. The cartridge rupture disk can be

triggered by various methods; in the Tore-Supra experi-

ments, a brief multi-kA arc was run through a filament inside

the cartridge. Very high pressures (90–150 bars) were suc-

cessfully sealed in the cartridges and very short (0.3 ms)

valve opening times were achieved. Due to the fast valve

opening time, fast flow rise time, and proximity to the

plasma, very rapid (2 ms) shut down (trigger to TQ) times

were achieved, about 4� faster than with comparable-

species MGI in Tore-Supra. Rupture disks are being consid-

ered for use in the ITER DMS, but various technical issues

remain to be studied, including the effect of neutrons on the

rupture disk reliability, avoiding the possibility of high-Z

rupture disk leaf metal being fired into the plasma,18 and re-

loading the high-pressure cartridges after use.

B. Pellet injection hardware

Typically, pellets are gas-accelerated by room-

temperature low-Z gas; the resulting pellet velocities are

found to be well described by the ideal gas gun formula,22

reaching velocities of around 300–600 m/s, depending on the

tube length, pellet mass, and propellant gas. These velocities

are comparable to typical gas sound speeds, so the arrival

time of large pellets at the plasma is not significantly different

from MGI impurities launched from the same location. The

deposition characteristics of pellets are very different from

MGI, however, because pellets penetrate into the plasma far-

ther than gas jets and the impurities are deposited more sud-

denly. These differences in deposition characteristics can be

both beneficial, e.g., assimilation of more radiating impurities

can result in more complete mitigation of conducted heat

loads; or detrimental, e.g., the sudden deposition of impurities

at one toroidal location could result in unacceptably high radi-

ated main chamber heat loads at that location.

Another disadvantage of pellets is that they can damage

wall tiles: for example, if they arrive too late and are not suf-

ficiently ablated by the cold CQ plasma. The SPI concept

aims to address this issue—the pellet is pre-broken on a shat-

ter plate into shards before entering the plasma. The SPI con-

cept can therefore give a very rapid pulse of impurity

deposition without endangering wall tiles. As an additional

possible advantage, impurity ablation is expected to be faster

for the shattered pellets when compared with a single large

pellet and over a larger area, giving a larger radiation-heated

wall surface area. A variety of SPI breaker plate geometries

have been bench tested at ORNL, including a double breaker

plate, v-groove, single bend, and double-bend tubes.23

Controlling the composition of the shattered pellet is chal-

lenging—invariably, some distribution of particles, liquid,

and gas results from the pellet breakup, and this appears to

be more or less fixed by the pellet velocity and breaker plate

geometry.18

Large solid (non-cryogenic) pellets (LSPs) may be

attractive for ITER because they do not put any load on the

tritium processing plant, potentially reducing post-shutdown
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recovery time. Beryllium is the favored material, as it is al-

ready present in the machine; although, in principle, other

low-Z solids such as lithium boron, or beryllium hydride

could be used as well. The principal concern with LSPs is

the possibility of damage to machine tiles from the pellet

impact. Several methods of addressing this, such as hollow

pellets, porous pellets, and shell pellets, have been proposed.

Shell pellets are attractive in theory, as the pellet payload

could be optimized in advance: for example, a beryllium

shell filled with beryllium powder of a desired size mixed

with high pressure argon of the desired pressure could be

used. Some preliminary tests of shell pellets have been done

on DIII-D.10 The pellets had a diameter of 1 cm and were

made of polystyrene shells filled with boron powder.

Optimizing the shell thickness was found to be challenging:

shells which were too thick were found to pass completely

through the plasma without breaking open, while shells that

were too thin could break during acceleration or going

around guide tube bends.

IV. DMS SHUTDOWN HEAT LOADS

A. Characterization

Heat flow during the TQ is not well understood, but based

on extrapolation from present machines, ITER is expected to

have a central Te collapse (TQ) time of about 1–2 ms, and a

resulting heat deposition time scale on the wall of about 3 ms.

Together with an expected TPF of about 4, unacceptably high

heat loads on the lower strike points and also on the upper x-

point region of ITER are predicted.24 Typically, unmitigated

disruption strike point broadening in ITER is expected to be

of order 7; this is based on measurements on a variety of toka-

maks (JET, AUG, DIII-D, MAST, etc.), which measure of

order 5–10� strike point broadening during disruptions.25

Significant wall material sputtering occurs as a result of

TQ heat loads and plasma flux. This plays an important role in

subsequent disruption dynamics as highlighted by large (3�)

increase in CQ duration seen in JET when changing from car-

bon to beryllium main wall.26 It is possible that this large

effect may be due to a reduced Be sputtering rate during dis-

ruptions, as may result from reduced Be dust and flake pro-

duction when compared with carbon. Evidence for this is a

5� decrease in dust signal during normal operation with the

beryllium first wall, when compared with carbon.26 Beryllium

and carbon also have somewhat different radiation character-

istics, which could also serve to explain the JET results.27

In addition to wall material sputtering, hydrogen (and/or

deuterium) is released from walls during disruptions. The

amount of hydrogen released in carbon wall experiments appears

to be of order the initial particle content in the plasma28,29 and

can thus affect CQ duration30 and RE formation.31 In JET, beryl-

lium wall hydrogen release appears about 2� less than carbon

release, and is therefore still not negligible.26

B. Mitigation

Heat loads during DMS shutdown will come from a

combination of radiation and conduction. Predicting the

resulting heat loads to the wall is a complex coupled problem

depending on DMS impurity deposition, plasma impurity

transport, and plasma response (MHD and heat transport).

For MGI impurity deposition in plasma, experiments in a va-

riety of tokamaks are in agreement that the injected impur-

ities are stopped at the edge of hot pre-TQ plasmas, even

when the jet ram pressure is greater than the plasma pressure,

indicating that the jet ablation pressure and/or toroidal mag-

netic field pressure are contributing to jet stopping.32 MGI

impurity assimilation during the CQ is more difficult to mea-

sure, partially due to the slow toroidal transit time of impur-

ities during the CQ and the lack of good CQ diagnostics. It is

expected that direct penetration of gas should be easier dur-

ing the CQ (due to lower ablation pressure), but plasma mix-

ing of impurities should also be lower (due to lower thermal

energy). It is clear from line-integrated electron density

measurements and fast camera imaging that some assimila-

tion of injected impurities does occur during the CQ.

Overall, disruption-averaged fueling efficiencies from MGI

appear to be of order 5%–20% for high-Z gases and higher

(up to 50%) for low-Z gases like helium,14,35 with TQ assim-

ilation typically appearing to be better than CQ assimilation.

For pellet impurity deposition in plasma, the ablation of

both cryogenic and solid (refractory) pellets has been studied

extensively in theory.33,34 Experimentally, pellet ablation

rates appear well described by theory for small (less pertur-

bative) pellets. However, for large pellets, ablation rates

appear lower than predicted by theory, perhaps due to anom-

alous fast cross-field heat transport.10 During the CQ, pellets

in DIII-D are typically observed to pass directly through the

plasma without ablating significantly; however, this is for a

carbon-wall machine with very low CQ electron temperature

and may not apply to CQ plasmas with higher Te.

Plasma parallel expansion of deposited ions during MGI

shutdown is rapid: for example, parallel flow timescales

measured in ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) are about 0.5–1 ms.36

DIII-D measured similar numbers, about 1–2 ms,14 consist-

ent with fairly cold ðTe � 5 eVÞ impurity ions. Initial inward

impurity ion diffusion appears slower: ðD? � 1 m2=sÞ ini-

tially, then accelerating (perhaps 10�) during the TQ. There

are also indications of accelerated parallel flow during the

TQ. In pellet shutdown experiments, there is some evidence

for decreased MHD and possibly decreased TQ parallel mix-

ing when compared with MGI shutdown. It is not known at

this time to what degree these observations will scale to

ITER, e.g., if radial impurity mixing also increase by perhaps

10� during the TQ of ITER.

Poloidal flows appear to play a role in many MGI shut-

downs, with flows from the outer midplane over the top of

the machine and down to the center post observed during the

shutdown in fast bolometry in various tokamaks;14,36,37

examples are shown in Fig. 4. This flow often appears to

have a filamentary structure. The origin of these flows is not

understood yet. Experiments reversing toroidal magnetic

field were not able to find a clear (e.g., E� B flow with posi-

tively charged plasma) explanation for the flow direction in

vertical displacement event disruptions.38 Data on poloidal

flow velocities are limited, but the poloidal mixing appears

to occur on a roughly 2 ms time scale in DIII-D, AUG, and

on a somewhat slower (�5 ms) time scale on JET. These
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flows could be beneficial in the sense that they act to poloi-

dally distribute radiating impurities, thus spreading radiated

heat loads. However, the flows could be detrimental if they

are strong enough to result in impurities piling up on the cen-

ter post and radiating preferentially there.

Similar to the particle transport discussed above, cross-

field plasma heat transport appears to be relatively slow ini-

tially in MGI shutdown experiments, v? � 1 m2=s, then

accelerating rapidly (perhaps 10�) during the TQ MHD.

Experiments have seen indications that heat transport can be

slightly faster than particle transport, i.e., that a cold front

moves in faster than the impurity front following particle

injection into the plasma edge. Cold front propagation has

been seen to be affected by rational surfaces.39 The impor-

tance of the q¼ 2 rational surface in the TQ onset has been

demonstrated in several MGI experiments,39–41 but there are

suggestions that the q¼ 2 surface appears to play a less im-

portant role during pellet injection experiments. During the

CQ, there is very little data available on heat transport and

impurity transport. Impurity mixing during the CQ appears

to be slower than the TQ. However, significant structure and

motion is observed in camera images, indicating that some

mixing is still occurring.

MGI shutdowns on a variety of tokamaks are in agree-

ment that at least small quantities (roughly of order 1% or

more for rapid MGI shutdowns) of high-Z impurities are

necessary to avoid significant (50% or greater) divertor heat

loads during the TQ.48,49,57 With sufficient high-Z impurity

injection, most tokamaks, with sufficiently rapid impurity

delivery, report being able to radiate 90%þ of the initial

thermal energy during the TQ. Global conducted heat load

measurements are hard to achieve due to camera viewing

access and fast time scale issues. Additionally, IR emission

from the injected gas can confuse camera images. Overall,

radiated power data indicate that radiated energy fractions

over the whole disruption can exceed 90% for rapid high-Z

gas injection. However, conducted heat load mitigation

needs to be greater than �95% to avoid divertor melting dur-

ing the TQ in ITER. This number depends on the conducted

heat load wetted area, which is not well known, although

Tore-Supra has measured limiter heat load broadening of

order 10� during MGI shutdowns, suggesting a strike point

broadening similar to that in unmitigated disruptions.43

Evidence for significant conducted heat loads during the CQ

has been observed in MAST44 and this area has received

renewed interest with the recent observations of long

FIG. 4. Poloidal flows measured by

fast bolometry during MGI shutdowns

showing (a)–(d) 90%D2/10%Ar MGI

shutdown in JET; (e)–(h) Ne MGI

shutdown in DIII-D; and (i)–(l) He

MGI shutdown in AUG36 (with color

scale varying frame-frame).

Reproduced by permission of IAEA,

Vienna from E. M. Hollmann et al.,
Nucl. Fusion 48, 115007 (2008).

Copyright 2008 Elsevier. Reprinted

with permission from A. Huber et al.,
“Radiation loads onto plasma-facing

components of JET during transient

events—experimental results and

implications for ITER,” J. Nucl. Mater.

415, S821-S827 (2011). Copyright

2011 Elsevier.
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(100 ms) CQ times (and high CQ temperatures) in JET with

the new Be first wall.

Some effort has been put into discussing atomic physics

relevant to radiation in ITER TQ plasmas. Due to the large

electron densities ðne � 1020=m3Þ, there is expected to be

some reduction in radiation from coronal radiation rates.

Additionally, due to the large spatial scales of the impurities

(�1 m) opacity is expected to play a role, at least for reso-

nance lines; this has the beneficial effect of extending the

CQ duration and reducing RE avalanching.45

The role of valve location on heat load mitigation has

only begun to be investigated. C-MOD has done experiments

with two toroidally separated valves.42 A clear reduction in

peak pre-TQ radiated heat loads was seen, but no clear reduc-

tion in peak TQ radiated heat loads was observed when using

two valves fired simultaneously. AUG has done MGI shut-

down experiments with poloidally separated valves—experi-

ments have been done both with an outer upper midplane

MGI shutdown and with an inner wall MGI shutdown. Inner

wall injection was found to provide significantly (�3�) faster

shutdown, indicating faster mixing/assimilation from this

location. However, this improvement was found to decrease

with increasing injection rates, with the inner wall/outer wall

injection difference disappearing at large injection rates.19

Some simulations have been done of MGI shutdown

heat load mitigation. In NIMROD simulations, it was found

that there is an intrinsic lower limit on TQ heat load uniform-

ity of order TPF �2, set by the strong TQ MHD n¼ 1 mode

causing toroidally localized radial heat flux.46 These results

seem consistent with the C-MOD measurements, which find

a significant TPF in radiated power, even with two toroidally

spaced MGI valves. The NIMROD simulations indicated

that the rotating lower order MHD modes could lock to an

external perturbation (even including the MGI gas jet!) caus-

ing increased heat loads at certain toroidal locations. These

simulations did not include plasma rotation, which could

affect these results. The NIMROD simulations also predicted

much stronger assimilation for outer midplane MGI (vs out

of midplane MGI), due stronger plasma gradients in the outer

midplane. TokSys simulations using a diffusive approxima-

tion for perpendicular heat and particle transport47 found that

some reduction in peak radiated wall temperature was

obtained by using three toroidally or poloidally spaced

valves, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

As mentioned earlier, a <20 ms “trigger to TQ” delay is

desired for the ITER DMS. Assuming a 7 m MGI delivery

tube, “first light” time scales are around 4–7 ms (depending

on species) and subsequent ramp up times to full flow are

around 10–25 ms, resulting in anticipated “trigger to TQ”

delays of order 30 ms (depending on valve size and flow

rate). These considerations seem to favor putting MGI valves

in the port plugs, where <20 ms TQ onset time should be

achievable given sufficient valve size and flow rate. Mixed-

species gas jets could be useful to speed delivery of higher-Z

gas to the plasma.48,49 However, simulations indicate that

mixing species could actually delay TQ onset in some cases,

due to the lower concentration of radiating impurities. SPI,

which has faster mixing, could greatly reduce the TQ onset

time, as shown in Fig. 6(e). This faster deposition by SPI has

a potential drawback that there is less time for toroidal mix-

ing giving more toroidally localized radiation and higher

wall heating at that toroidal location, as shown in Fig. 6(f).

V. DMS SHUTDOWN VESSEL FORCES

A. Characterization

The engineering margin on unmitigated disruption CQ

vessel forces is fairly low in ITER, with an engineering mar-

gin of 20% over largest expected unmitigated disruption

forces. It is therefore essential that the ITER DMS system do

nothing to increase vessel forces over those of an unmiti-

gated disruption. As mentioned in Sec. II A, CQ times which

FIG. 5. 2þ 1D (TokSys) simulations

of ITER wall temperature contours

during start of TQ for Ne MGI for (a) a

single valve, (b) three toroidally space

valves, (c) two poloidally spaced

valves, and (d) three poloidally spaced

valves. In each case, 40 kPa-m3 of Ne

is injected in a 20 ms pulse.
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are shorter than 50 ms lead to undesirably high induced cur-

rents and corresponding eddy current forces on shielding

blanket modules, while CQ times of less than 35 ms are to be

avoided completely to limit loads on blanket modules.

Conversely, CQ times of longer than 150 ms could result

in unacceptably high halo current forces due to the vertical

instability and current channel motion which invariably

accompanies the CQ. Halo currents often have large toroidal

asymmetry associated with a short-lived n¼ 1 mode.50 The

ITER main vacuum vessel resonance is 8 Hz, but there are

also many smaller resonances at higher frequencies, e.g.,

40 Hz. Halo current rotation may be a concern if there is a

large toroidal asymmetry in the halo current force and this

force rotates at a frequency which drives a vacuum vessel

mode. DIII-D has observed halo currents which rotate at

about 200–400 Hz, but frequently lock.51 AUG and C-MOD

have seen halo current rotation at about 1 kHz, while JET

has seen halo current rotation over a broad range of frequen-

cies 50–200 Hz.53,54 NSTX has also observed halo current

rotation over a broad range of frequencies 0–2 kHz.55

Because of these fairly fast presently observed halo current

rotation frequencies, it is often assumed that halo current

rotation will not be a concern in ITER; however, this is not

certain, since the physics of halo current rotation and their

machine size scaling is not understood yet. Modeling efforts

to try to understand the physics of halo current diffusion and

rotation are ongoing.56

B. Mitigation

MGI shutdowns typically have of order 2� lower halo

currents than unmitigated disruptions.49 Additionally, side-

ways forces have been shown to be reduced by an order of

magnitude in JET when using MGI.49 Higher-Z MGI appears

to be somewhat better at reducing halo currents,32 although

the optimum mixture for halo current reduction in C-MOD

appeared to be 10% high-Z and 90% low-Z.57

The recent results from JET showing long (100 ms) CQ

durations with Be walls26 are good news in that they suggest

a very long (possibly> 100 ms) unmitigated CQ duration in

ITER. Starting with a long intrinsic CQ duration, the CQ du-

ration can be brought down in a somewhat predicable fash-

ion with the DMS. In carbon machines, on the other hand,

CQ durations are usually found to be relatively fast, pinned

down to, e.g., around 5 ms in DIII-D by the large amount of

carbon released from the walls during disruptions.52

VI. DMS SHUTDOWN RUNAWAY ELECTRONS

Research is ongoing to understand and attempt to miti-

gate REs at every stage of their life: in the seed formation

phase, prompt loss phase, amplification, plateau phase, and

final loss phase. Below, present understanding of the differ-

ent phases is outlined and then efforts at mitigating the dif-

ferent phases are described.

A. Runaway electron characterization

1. Runaway electron seed formation

The seed formation and subsequent prompt loss of REs

are important because it affects the magnitude of the subse-

quent RE plateau, giving final ITER RE plateau current esti-

mates ranging from 0 to 12 MA.58 Dreicer seeds are thought

to dominate for low-Z injected impurities and hot tail seeds

to dominate for high-Z injected impurities. RE seeds due to

tritium decay and Compton scattering of hard x-rays emitted
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FIG. 6. 2þ 1D (TokSys) simulations

showing time traces of ITER rapid

shutdowns for: (a)–(c) Ne MGI for dif-

ferent injection geometries and (d)–(f)

Ne SPI compared with Ne MGI. Time

traces show impurity delivery rate (a)

and (d), central electron temperature

(b) and (e), and peak wall temperature

(c) and (f) due to radiation only.

40 kPa-m3 of Ne are delivered in each

case using a 2 m tube. For MGI, a

20 ms pulse length 100 atm reservoir

pressure and 3 cm valve diameter are

used. For SPI, a pellet velocity of

400 m/s and Gaussian deposition pro-

file vs. minor radius is assumed.

Perpendicular transport is assumed to

be D? ¼ v? ¼ 2 m2=s (pre-TQ) and

D? ¼ v? ¼ 10 m2=s (TQ).
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by the activated wall are usually small unless Dreicer and

hot tail seeds are strongly suppressed.59 Although little stud-

ied, the location of RE seeds is important because this can

affect the prompt loss of REs and also affect the current pro-

file of the plasma as RE current becomes dominant, which in

turn affects feedback control of the RE plateau.

Example simulations of MGI shutdown RE formation in

extremely different ITER rapid shutdown experiments are

shown in Fig. 7. These simulations were performed with the

GO code.59 In Fig. 7(a), massive D2 deposition is simulated,

resulting in almost no RE current. Figure 7(b) illustrates a

mixed species D2/Ar injection, in this case resulting in a sig-

nificant (12 MA) RE plateau dominantly formed by a hot tail

seed amplified by avalanching. The very large quantity of D2

added in the simulation of Fig. 7(a) is necessary to achieve a

reasonable CQ duration. Smaller quantity D2 injections will

result in unacceptably long CQ durations, but still without

RE formation. Conversely, the simulation of Fig. 7(b) illus-

trates that a very small quantity of Ar deposited by MGI suf-

fices to cause a short CQ duration and large RE seed

formation. Finally, Fig. 7(c) shows a simulation of rapid be-

ryllium injection–in this case, the RE formation is almost

completely dominated by avalanche amplification, resulting

in a RE plateau current of slightly less than 5 MA. In the 1D

simulations of Fig. 7, the TQ is produced entirely by the

inward diffusion of impurities from the plasma edge. The

TQ MHD is not treated and therefore the extended hot tail

production of Fig. 7(b) is possible, where an inward moving

cold front produces hot tail seeds over an extended time pe-

riod. Also, the TQ MHD prompt losses of REs are not

included. Despite these approximations, models such as this

serve to illustrate that RE seed formation can be important

for determining the final RE plateau current level in ITER.

Reduced RE current formation such as seen in Fig. 7(c) has

also been predicted previously in different simulations of Be

and Li pellet shutdown of ITER.60,61

Experimentally, there is some difficulty measuring the

importance of different RE seed terms in different experi-

ments. Some estimates indicate that Dreicer seeds can

explain observed RE levels, while other machines have indi-

cated that hot tail formation or large pre-existing RE levels

need to be invoked to explain observed disruption RE levels.

A B¼ 2 T toroidal field threshold for RE formation was ini-

tially observed in JET, JT60, and Tore Supra, but then more

recent experiments indicated that this was not an absolute

threshold.49,62 There is a strong trend across experiments

that higher-Z injection shutdown creates more RE seeds,

with low Z MGI (He, D2) rarely creating significant RE

seeds.39,49

2. Runaway electron prompt loss

The simulations of Fig. 7 ignore loss of REs to the wall;

it is not certain to what degree this is accurate for ITER. In

present devices, a significant fraction of the RE seed popula-

tion formed in the TQ appears to be lost to the wall at the

end of the TQ. MHD simulations indicate that this prompt

loss is due to TQ island overlap and destruction of nested

magnetic surfaces. This prediction is consistent with experi-

ments showing larger RE loss levels in elongated discharges

(which have more island overlap) as opposed to circular dis-

charges.63 Prompt loss also appears larger, on average, in

smaller machines. The simulations also support this—

indicating smaller prompt loss with increasing machine size.

In ITER, the simulations indicate almost no TQ RE prompt

loss, suggesting that this RE loss mechanism will be small

there.64 Examples of post-TQ flux surface structures simu-

lated by NIMROD in C-MOD, DIII-D, and ITER are shown

in Fig. 8. It can be seen that there are larger regions of good

flux surfaces (less stochastic regions) in ITER than in the

smaller machines.

3. Runaway electron amplification

According to avalanche theory, runaway electron cur-

rent is expected to grow in time with a rate � ¼ �R � �D,

where the growth term �R is due to avalanching, while the �D

term is due to collisional drag on target electrons. During the

CQ, the term �D is typically small, and the RE current is

expected to grow rapidly. Qualitative evidence of the valid-

ity of this equation has been achieved during the CQ; Lack

of in-situ measurement of the RE seed term size has made
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quantitative confirmation challenging though.10 In the RE

plateau, where the measured total plasma current IP can be

assumed to be dominated by REs, quantitative comparisons

between avalanche theory with experiment were made in

DIII-D. It was found that there was an anomalous loss term

of about 10 s�1 (i.e., the �D term is much larger than

expected), while the �R (growth) term seems to be correct.65

It is unclear at present to what extent these results are appli-

cable during the CQ, e.g., to what extent plateau RE current

dissipation reflects CQ RE current dissipation.

4. Runaway electron plateau

Sufficiently large RE seeds can be amplified to the point

where the RE current takes over the plasma current, generat-

ing a long-lived RE plateau. Presently, post-disruption ITER

RE plateaus of about 10–12 MA are typically assumed,1

although simulations (such as Fig. 7) indicate that there will

be a large variation in this number depending on the shut-

down scenario. The characteristics of the RE plateau are im-

portant for attempting to dissipate it in a controlled manner.

Soft x-ray (SXR) measurements have shown that the RE pla-

teau tends to form a narrow circular beam (a < 1 m in DIII-

D). The RE beam coexists with a cold ðTe � 1� 2 eVÞ back-

ground plasma.67 Neutrals appear to be mostly excluded

from the center of the RE beam.

Measurements of the energy of the plateau REs have

been made, indicating a broad energy distribution going

from keV to tens of MeV. In DIII-D, SXR and hard x-ray

(HXR) brightness measurements were used to diagnose the

core of the RE beam. The number of fast electrons at low

energies (1–10 keV) was found to be much higher than

expected from avalanche theory,68 as shown in Fig. 9(c).67

In JET, HXR pulse-height counting was used to estimate the

core RE beam energy. Peak RE energies of order 15 MeV

were observed. Two distinct energy components were

inferred in some cases, possibly due to primary and second-

ary RE components.69 In TEXTOR, scintillating and calori-

metric probes have been used to diagnose the edge RE beam

energy, finding a distribution function with mean energy of

order 5 MeV,70,71,88 Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). Estimates of the total

energy of the RE beam typically give values ranging from

30 kJ in TEXTOR to several 100 kJ in JET,54 with a linear

increase in RE beam kinetic energy with RE current.72

Magnetic energy is typically estimated as being larger than

the kinetic energy. Pitch angle estimates of RE beams have

been made, giving # � 0:1� 0:2 radians based on the elon-

gation of synchrotron images in TEXTOR73 and DIII-D.74

Interpretation of microwave ECE spectra suggested a higher
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pitch angle (close to sinð#Þ � 1) for low energy (�100 keV

range) REs in DIII-D.

5. Runaway electron final loss

Understanding the dynamics of the final loss of a RE

beam striking the vessel wall is important for minimizing the

resulting damage.78 RE beams interacting with the wall are

typically lost on a timescale �1 ms in present tokamaks.67

Often, multiple HXR spikes are observed, suggesting a repeti-

tive instability. RE beam/wall strikes have been observed in

all directions (up, down, inner wall, and outer wall).

Especially worrisome is the observation that RE beams can

cause deep localized damage in wall tiles. Post mortem analy-

sis shows RE damage to tiles which is often almost circular,

not grazing incidence as one would expect from a smooth

scrape-off of the RE beam. Also, RE beam strikes have been

observed in locations apparently in shadowed wall regions,66

suggesting some form of kink during the final loss phase. In

some machines, e.g., DIII-D, loss to the outer midplane often

seems more sudden and unstable than loss to the inner mid-

plane; this may be due to error fields (field ripple), outward

drift orbit shifts, or changes in loop voltage characteristics for

outward versus inward RE motion.

Data on the wetted area during the RE final loss is very

sparse. Some IR images have been captured in JET, indicat-

ing multiple strike points on tile leading edges, with spot

sizes of order 10 cm.75 A spatial array of HXR sensors in

DIII-D indicated a strong toroidal variation in the HXR

emission, consistent with a kink.63

RE damage to the wall has been simulated by various

codes. It has been found that deep (>1 mm) melt damage to Be

wall tiles is expected to occur following a strike with a high-

energy RE beam. Damage is highly sensitive to RE pitch angle

and energy. Higher energies can actually reduce melt layer

thickness.76 The melt layer is expected to persist for a long time

(�0.2 s), so splashing or flowing is a concern.77 Evaporation is

shown to reduce the melt layer depth significantly (by several

times).77 Additionally, at high impact angle and high energy,

melting of cooling line braze joints could occur.78

RE beam energy is thought to be largely magnetic in

present experiments. This is expected to be more the case in

ITER, since (assuming a fixed RE energy distribution)

Wkin � IP but Wmag � I2
P.72,79 Because of this, the behavior

of the magnetic energy during the final loss is extremely im-

portant. Experiments indicate that inward moving RE beams

will tend to have an increased toroidal electric field, causing

increased Wkin. Additionally, the loss of current as the RE

beam moves into the wall causes a loop voltage rise which

may increase the peak RE energy. Experiments indicate that

slower motion of RE beams into the wall results in greater

conversion of kinetic into magnetic energy, while fast

motion sLoss < sWall; sOhmic results in RE current dominantly

converted into ohmic current and vessel current; this also

consistent with 0D and 1D simulations.79,80

B. Active mitigation of runaway electrons

A wide range of creative methods for mitigating REs

have been proposed, ranging from sacrificial limiters to

dropped bricks and swinging probes. Because of the very

limited machine access of ITER, though, it appears that

many of these methods will be impractical, limiting RE miti-

gation to impurity injection or magnetic coil ramps.

1. Runaway mitigation with applied non-axisymmetric
fields

Externally applied non-axisymmetric magnetic fields

have been shown to be useful in tokamaks for affecting resis-

tive wall modes and suppressing edge localized modes.

Intentional external magnetic perturbations have also been

applied to all phases of rapid shutdowns to try to affect the

dynamics. In JT-60, application of an n¼ 2 field was shown

to have some effect on final RE plateau current levels. In

TEXTOR, an applied n¼ 3 field had a clear effect on final

RE levels.81 In DIII-D, both n¼ 1 and n¼ 3 were attempted:

n¼ 3 had no observable effect and n¼ 1 may have had a

small unreliable effect.82 Similar experiments were tried in

JET, but no clear effect was seen.

Simulations of the effect of applied non-axisymmetric

magnetic fields on REs in ITER have been done, both by cur-

rent channel (DINA) plus particle tracking (DRIFT) simula-

tions83 and by 3D full-f Monte Carlo (ANTS code)

simulations.84 These simulations are in agreement that sig-

nificant (up to 100%) losses can be achieved for REs at large

minor radius, but very little effect is achieved on REs near

the center of the current channel. Both simulations indicated

that the loss pattern of the REs lost to the wall could be

affected by the applied field errors. The DINA simulations

indicated that the structure of the external wall (ports, test

blanket modules, etc.) and the motion of the plasma current

channel (VDE) were the dominant factors in the RE loss pat-

tern, rather than the applied field errors.

2. Runaway plateau position control

After forming, RE plateaus tend to drift inward slightly

and then get lost vertically (with the exception of Tore

Supra, where loss tends to be radial). The initial inward

motion is thought to be due to the drop in plasma current

during the CQ (coupled with the vertical field in the vessel);

while the subsequent vertical motion is thought to be due to

the decaying RE plasma current creating image currents in

the vessel wall (resulting in a linear vertical motion, rather

than the exponential motion from standard vertical loss due

to plasma elongation). This RE plateau motion can be, in

principle, opposed by sufficiently strong control coils.

Vertical control has been demonstrated in Tore-Supra and

DIII-D,90 and radial control has been demonstrated in Tore

Supra.91

Because of the vertical asymmetry in the vacuum vessel

and also in the plasma shape, the CQ plasma, and RE plateau

will tend to move vertically up in ITER. Theoretically, the

situation is improved if the plasma can be pre-emptively

moved down to the true neutral point for CQ vertical motion:

in this case, the resulting vertical displacement can be kept

small (depending on the scatter in post-TQ vertical position

seen in all disruptions). Consistent with this, DINA simula-

tions of ITER disruptions found that better RE plateau
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control could be achieved if there was sufficient precursor

time (>1 s) to move the plasma down by 12 cm. In this case,

RE plateau vertical control could be achieved for IP> 9.7

MA (as compared with IP> 14 MA without the 12 cm

move). Figure 10(a) shows an example of a vertically uncon-

trolled case, while Fig. 10(b) shows an example of a verti-

cally controlled case. For centered, slowly decaying RE

beams, the simulations indicate that vertical control can be

maintained for a drop in IP down to 2 MA.85

In addition to the vertical loss of the RE plateau, it is

assumed that decay of the RE current (due to unknown levels

of collisional damping or diffusive loss of REs in ITER) will

tend to move the RE current channel inward toward the cen-

ter post, as is observed in present experiments. Pre-

disruption inward motion of the ITER plasma may be desira-

ble, as this could limit the plasma on the inboard midplane

pre-emptively, dropping elongation and reducing post-TQ

vertical motion. Inward motion of the RE plateau is probably

not desirable, possibly leading to repeated beryllium tile

melting on the midplane center post. The ability to retain ra-

dial control of the RE plateau in ITER will depend on the

decay rate of RE current. For example, for IP¼ 10 MA, the

minimum radially controllable loss time for RE current is

340 ms, according to DINA simulations.

3. Runaway electron collisional suppression

Sufficiently large amounts of material can drag on REs to

the point where avalanche amplification can be suppressed in

the CQ. The predicted densities required are very high, with

total electron densities of order ncrit ¼ 1022=m3 required dur-

ing the middle of the CQ, when high toroidal electric fields

(up to Eu � 100 V=m) exist. Present experiments using MGI

or SPI have reached up to 20% of the mid-CQ ncrit ¼
1022=m3 Reaching 100% of mid-CQ ncrit appears challenging,

probably requiring very specialized highly refined mass depo-

sition methods like finely tuned SPI or LSP, but is possible, in

principle, if “ideal” high-Z deposition can be realized, as

shown by the squares in Fig. 11(a). The simulations ignore

CQ particle transport; there is an indication from SPI experi-

ments that there is a CQ transport loss of impurities which is

not negligible, and this would make it even more difficult to

reach 100% mid-CQ ncrit. Additionally, the “ideal” impurity

deposition is predicted to result in unacceptably short CQ

durations, as shown in Fig. 11(b).

Although mid-CQ collisional avalanche suppression has

not been achieved in present tokamaks, a counteracting of

the RE avalanche does appear to have been achieved during

the RE plateau, where toroidal electric fields are significantly

(>10�) weaker. Examples are shown in Fig. 12 for (a) DIII-

D and (b) Tore-Supra, where large quantities of gas are

injected into the RE plateau, resulting in decay of the RE

current. In both cases, high-Z gas is more effective at reduc-

ing RE current. The details of the mechanisms for this

enhanced dissipation of RE current are not clear at the

moment (e.g., if electron-electron collisional drag is respon-

sible, electron-ion drag, or some multi-step process such as

collisions leading to increased radial transport).

4. CQ MHD destabilization

It is well known that RE confinement can be strongly

degraded by MHD instabilities. It has been proposed that
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sudden impurity injection during the CQ could de-stabilize

MHD due to current profile shrinking, thus enhancing RE

loss to the wall sufficiently to counteract the CQ avalanche

gain.86 First, experiments attempting to demonstrate this

have been performed at Tore-Supra. Burst disk MGI was

used to fire 100 Pa-m3 of neon into the CQ of plasmas shut

down by slow Ar or D2 puffing. Some MHD events (current

flattening) and RE loss events were seen during the CQ, but

no clear correlation with the presence or absence of the mid-

CQ neon injection was observed.21 As a possible explanation

of this observation, it was suggested that perturbation of the

CQ current channel is extremely difficult via MGI, even in

the absence of RE current, due to Townsend breakdown of

the neutral gas.87 Additionally, the already very low CQ

electron temperature could make it hard to create a large per-

turbation to the plasma conductivity via gas injection.

VII. DISCUSSION

Design of the DMS for ITER is a complex problem with

many performance requirements and engineering constraints

which are to some degree contradictory. For example, inject-

ing some high-Z material in the pre-TQ phase seems desira-

ble to reduce TQ conducted heat loads, but this then shortens

the CQ time undesirably and increases RE seed formation.

DMS shutdown therefore needs to be designed with the

entire disruption in mind, with priorities placed on which

forms of wall damage are more tolerable than others. A pos-

sible prioritization could be: (1) keep CQ times longer than

35 ms (to avoid mechanical damage to shielding blanket

modules); (2) avoid high energy RE-wall strikes (since a

cooling line leak into the vacuum chamber, while not a

safety event, could be very challenging to repair and result in

an extended repair period); and (3) minimize first wall heat

loads. Heat loads and surface melting could result in reduced

wall lifetime and a shortened run period, but would most

likely not result in catastrophic machine closure, and could

therefore be assigned a lower priority.

Given this prioritization, it seems that a good approach

for the ITER DMS system would be: (1) low-Z (with possi-

ble trace high-Z) injection during the pre-TQ to somewhat

reduce TQ conducted heat loads but keep a long CQ; fol-

lowed by (2) high-Z injection during the CQ and/or RE pla-

teau to attempt to minimize RE current and reduce peak RE

energy. The overall timing and quantities of these mass

injections which best accomplish the mitigation goals of

ITER in different scenarios (e.g., rotating plasma vs non-

rotating locked mode target plasma) is unknown.

Additionally, the optimum injection valve geometry is still

uncertain. Limited present modeling and experiments tend to

suggest an improved TQ radiation heat load uniformity when

using more toroidally spaced injection ports; with the excep-

tion of C-MOD, which has observed suggestions of increased

heat load localization with multiple toroidal valves, possibly

due to increased TQ MHD levels. The role of TQ MHD and

plasma rotation and flows on the TQ heat loads are still

poorly studied and merit continued research. Additionally,

only preliminary simulations and experiments are available

on the effects of poloidally spaced injection valves on TQ

heat load uniformity; although first results from AUG and

DIII-D in this area are encouraging.

For RE mitigation, present data clearly demonstrate the

effectiveness of injected impurities in reducing RE current

when injected during the plateau, but no clear effect has

been demonstrated when injecting during the CQ. Increasing

RE plateau current dissipation could be beneficial or detri-

mental: simulations show that the increasing the RE current

decay rate will increase the vertical instability rate, which

will in turn (undesirably) increase the RE current at the RE-

wall impact time, but will also (desirably) decrease the frac-

tion of RE plateau magnetic energy which is converted into

kinetic energy. The optimum quantity of and timing of

injected impurities for minimizing wall damage may there-

fore not be readily apparent without modeling the RE beam-

wall impact process.

Various types of injection hardware have been studied,

but the optimum impurity injection method or methods for

the ITER DMS system remain to be decided. For TQ mitiga-

tion, rapid “trigger-to-TQ” times of 20 ms or less are desira-

ble, which would seem to mandate installation of the

injection hardware close to the plasma. However, experience

with present fast valves indicates that it is sometimes desira-

ble to perform maintenance on them (due to valve seat dam-

age, for example). It may therefore be prudent to install the
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injector hardware farther (4 or 7 m) from the vessel. Further

research on rapid, reliable pellet acceleration may be advan-

tageous in this regard: for example, SPI using a 1000 m/s

pellet (as opposed to the present 200 m/s) could give a TQ

onset time of order 5 ms even if fired from a port cell.

The relative benefits of different impurity injection

methods (MGI vs SPI) on TQ radiation structure have only

begun to be investigated, and making an informed decision

on which technique gives best radiation symmetry will be

challenging. For example, rapid injection (SPI or LSP) gives

better core deposition and (apparently) lower MHD, but also

less time for impurities to spread toroidally prior to the TQ

when compared with MGI. The benefits of using dust (such

as could be delivered with LSP) for TQ and RE mitigation

have not been investigated at all, either experimentally or

theoretically, despite some possible anticipated benefits such

as reduced pumping system loads and improved CQ impurity

assimilation.

In addition to the sequence and method of injecting

impurities delivered by the DMS, the optimum sequence of

coil inputs to be programmed for disruption mitigation will

need to be determined for ITER. Plasma position control in

ITER will probably be too slow to have much effect on the

TQ, and simulations indicate that even position control of

the RE plateau will be difficult in most scenarios. The useful-

ness of non-axisymmetric coil inputs is also uncertain at

present: to-date only some machines show clear effect on RE

loss from using toroidally asymmetric field errors, and simu-

lations presently suggest that only REs in the very edge of

the ITER current channel can be affected by intentional field

errors. In the TQ, simulations indicate that intentional field

errors could enhance toroidally localized heat loads, and

there are some preliminary indications of this effect in DIII-

D experiments, so this may be an undesirable side effect of

intentional static field errors. Overall, the benefit of inten-

tional static field errors on disruption mitigation in ITER is

not clear at present but certainly warrants further study.

In summary, ITER will require a working DMS from

the beginning of its operation. Some low power/low current

shots can be expected initially for testing of the DMS, but

since even 5 MA of unmitigated RE current could cause wall

damage, ITER will early on enter a regime where a working

DMS will be essential. Research in support of the design of

the ITER DMS is ongoing and significant progress has been

made in recent years; an attempt has been made to summa-

rize some of this research here. Given the complexity of this

problem, its importance to ITER, and the large number of

remaining uncertainties in extrapolating present results to

ITER, it seems unlikely that the best possible DMS design

for ITER will be determined by 2017. It will probably there-

fore be prudent to design the ITER DMS with as much flexi-

bility as allowable, to best be able to take advantage of

future experimental and modeling advances in this area.
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